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With larger makes, like blankets, it is often the case that
these are worked on for a while then put away in favour of
other makes, before being revisited. While this is often a great
way to work on large-scale projects, it is wise to store them in
a suitable manner. A sealed box or even a zip-lock bag will
keep them away from dust and dirt, and also prevent them
getting snagged or damaged while you aren’t working on
them. Storing them with some dried lavender will give your
WIP a fresh scent and ward oﬀ moths in the process!
You may want to keep a note of the crochet hook used (if not
storing it with your project) so that you won’t create any
variations in tension by returning to work on a project with the
incorrect hook.

Crocheted blankets, throws and cushions are fabulous projects to make, whether you
want to update your decor, or to give them as gifts to be treasured.
This book offers a collection of 35 different patterns, which are ideal projects for
discovering new techniques and building your crochet skills, whether you’re a
seasoned crochet fan or a budding novice. You can also choose from larger scale
designs that require a considerable time commitment, or opt for a more modular
make, which you can work ‘on the go’ to fit into your personal schedule.

EQUIPMENT
TIPS AND HINTS
● Blankets and throws are often very large makes. Not only
does this mean that they are a commitment in time, but they
can also be hard work on the wrists. Reduce the pressure
and strain on your wrists by holding the weight of the project
in your lap as you work. In addition, larger makes can be
oﬀ-putting due to how time consuming they are perceived to
be. You can always work on them in small, more manageable
sections, focusing on one colour or strip pattern repeat per
session, and enjoy the process!
● Or course, you may like to change the size of these
blankets, making them larger or smaller to suit your
requirements. For the most part these designs can be
customised by increasing or decreasing the initial foundation
chain or by working more or fewer rounds or rows. Just be
sure to adjust the yarn quantities accordingly before you begin.
● Larger projects also use larger quantities of yarn, and it is
always a good idea to make sure that you have enough yarn
before you begin. Also, try to ensure that each ball in a bulk
order comes from the same dye lot, as although the shade is
the same, you will be surprised at just how much variation
can occur from one dye lot to the next – and it can often be
noticeable on a finished piece.
● You may prefer to work with a selection of yarns already
available in your stash. Substituting yarns for those used in
the patterns can be done quickly and easily: simply check the
yarn details given in the projects and compare them to the
yarn you wish to work with. You can always work a swatch to
see whether you will need to size up or size down your
crochet hook to match the tension guide.
● Some of the projects, such as the Vintage Lace Granny
Squares (page 98) and the Purple Patch blanket (page 56)
benefit from being blocked once completed. Blocking will
bring the piece to the finished measurements and will help
to make a real feature of fancy stitches. In projects like Deep
Pinks and Blues (page 33) blocking each individual square
before seaming will help the blanket to come together more
neatly. Blocking can be done by soaking or spritzing with
water and pinning out to the set dimensions to dry – you can
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buy purpose-made blocking boards or you can use foam
mats or even a bed. You can also use the steam from an iron
to help block pieces, covering them first with a pressing cloth
to protect the fibres. Diﬀerent yarns respond better to diﬀerent
methods of blocking – using the heat and steam from an iron
can damage acrylic or man-made fibres.
● Some of the patterns in this book – such as Waves of
Colour (page 62) and A Stitch in Time (page 30) – feature lots
of colour changes, leaving lots of yarn ends to weave in. On
larger projects like blankets, this can take a long time at the
finishing stages, so try and hold the yarn against the work
when you change colours, to weave in the ends as you go
(see page 125).

Crochet hooks: The patterns in this book indicate the size of
hook to use with the yarn listed for the project. You can adjust
these where necessary to accommodate yarn substitutions,
or to adjust your tension. How you hold your hook is a matter
of preference – left-handed or right-handed, some like to hold
their hook in a pencil-grip, while others prefer to hold it in their
fist like a knife. There is no right or wrong way, as long as you
are able to move your wrist freely and can comfortably work
neat and even stitches. See page 115 in the techniques
section for further guidance.
Locking stitch markers: These can be put in position to
indicate the start of a round or the position of an increase or
decrease, and you can move them on as you start the next
round or row.

YA R N
Blankets and throws can be made from any yarn you like
– you can work with anything from hand-dyed yarns from
indie spinners, mainstream brands, yarns from your existing
stash or even repurposed yarns from old handknits! Of
course, all diﬀerent yarns will have diﬀerent properties and
finishes, which will have an impact on the final pieces.
You may prefer to select natural fibres for small babies and
children, machine-washable yarns for items you expect to
have heavy use, and sumptuous blends of silk or alpaca for
extra special gifts.
Alongside the composition of the fibre, the weight of the
yarn will aﬀect the finished piece too. Lightweight yarns will be
much more floaty than the dense fabric created by using
chunkier yarns,
A full description of the yarns – brand, style, fibres, length
per ball, weight per ball, shade and amount needed – is
included in each of the patterns in this book, to make it easy
for you to recreate these designs at home. However, you will
also find information on the tension for the project. This will
not only help you achieve the look and measurements of the
pieces by helping you to select the correct crochet hook to
match the tension, but is also useful should you want to make
a yarn substitution. The closer the yarn is in composition,
style and weight to the yarn listed, the closer to the finished
piece the make will be.

Tapestry and yarn needles: These are used to secure the
ends of the yarn at the start and end of the project and also
where changing colours. For heavier weight yarns, try using a
split-eye needle or even a small crochet hook to secure in the
ends neatly.
Sewing needle and thread: Handy to have for securing
buttons or other fastenings to finished makes.
Tape measure: Always useful for checking tension swatches
and finished sizes when blocking.
Rust-proof pins: For holding your project in shape while
blocking.

SKILL LEVEL
Each project includes a star rating as a skill level guide and
you will find the project includes the techniques listed below:

••• Projects for first-time crocheters using basic
stitches with minimal shaping.
••• Projects using yarn with basic stitches, repetitive
stitch patterns, simple colour changes and simple shaping

alt

alternat(e)ing

approx.

approximately

BLO

back loop only

ch

chain

ch sp(s)

chain space(s)

cm

centimetre(s)

cont

continu(e)ing

dc

double crochet

dc2tog

double crochet 2 stitches together

dec

decreas(e)ing

dtr

double treble

FLO

front loop only

foll

follow(s)ing

g

gram(mes)

htr

half treble

in

inch(es)

inc(s)

increase(s)

m

metre(s)

mm

millimetre(s)

oz

ounce(s)

patt

pattern

rep

repeat

RS

right side

sl st

slip stitch

st(s)

stitch(es)

sp

space

tr

treble

tr2tog

treble crochet 2 stitches together

yd(s)

yard(s)

WS

wrong side

yrh

yarn round hook

[]

work section between square brackets
number of times stated

*

asterisk indicates beginning of repeated
section of pattern

and finishing.

•••

Projects using a variety of techniques, such as
basic lace patterns or colour patterns, mid-level shaping
and finishing.
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